Our punitive society: race, class, gender and punishment in America  
Shelden, Randall G., 1943-  
Contents: The punishment business -- The prison incarceration boom: bursting at the seams -- Jails: temporary housing for the poor -- Slavery in the third millennium -- Legalized homicide: the death penalty in America -- Punishing women -- Punishing kids -- Parole: punishment without walls -- Is there a better way?  
HV 9471 .S54 2010

Men, law and gender: essays on the 'man' of law  
Collier, Richard.  
Contents: Men, masculinities and law: the 'man question' in legal studies -- The restructured university: rethinking the gendered law school -- Beyond the 'private life' of the law school: class and the (legal) academic subject -- 'Read what the law firms say': gender and the representation of career success in the contemporary legal profession -- Engaging fathers, changing men?: law, gender and parenting cultures -- 'Please send me evenings and weekends': male lawyers, gender and the negotiation of work and family commitments -- On fathers' rights, law and gender: recasting the questions about men, masculinities, and personal life.  
K 380 .C65 2010

The legal tender of gender: welfare, law, and the regulation of women's poverty  
Gavigan, Shelley A. M.  
Contents: Part I: Historicizing Social Reproduction, Welfare and Neo-liberalism. Women, social reproduction and the neo-liberal assault on the US welfare state / Mimi Abramovitz; Women, the state and welfare law: the Canadian experience / Shelley A.M. Gavigan and Dorothy E. Chunn -- Part II: Women's Agency and Activism in the Welfare State: Comparative and Historical Perspectives. Gender and the rise of the welfare state in fin-de-siècle New York City: the case of tenement regulation / Felice Batlan; "Mothers at work": the welfare rights movement and welfare reform in the 1960s / Premilla Nadasen -- Part III: The Precarious Citizenship And Legal Construction Of Poor Women. Women in the workforce in the context of neo-liberalism: the case of Israel / Mimi Ajzenstadt; "Risky women": the role of "risk" in the construction of the single mother / Karen Swift; Intimate intrusions: welfare regulation and women's personal lives / Janet Mosher; Retrenchment not reform: using law and policy to restrict the entitlement of women with disabilities to social assistance / Joan M. Gilmour -- Part IV: Reconceptualizing State Forms and Socio-legal Policy. Substantive universality: reconceptualizing feminist approaches to social provision and child care / Hester Lessard; Women's work and a guaranteed income / Margot Young.  
HV 1444 .L448 2010

From disgust to humanity: sexual orientation and constitutional law  
Nussbaum, Martha Craven, 1947-  
Contents: The politics of disgust: practice, theory, history -- The politics of humanity: religion, race, gender, disability -- Sodomy laws: disgust and intrusion -- Discrimination and antidiscrimination: Romer
and animus -- A right to marry? -- Protecting intimacy : sex clubs, public sex, risky choices.
KF 4754.5 .N87 2010

Gender stereotyping : transnational legal perspectives
Cook, Rebecca J.
K 3243 .C68 2010

Feminist and queer legal theory : intimate encounters, uncomfortable conversations
Fineman, Martha.
Contents: Queer theory by men / Janet Halley -- Theorizing yes : an essay on feminism, law, and desire / Katherine M. Franke -- The sexual family / Martha Albertson Fineman -- The sanitized workplace revisited / Vicki Schultz -- Queering sexual orientation : a call for theory as praxis / Francisco Valdes -- How queer theory makes neoliberalism sexy / Martha T. McCluskey -- Proper objects, different subjects and juridical horizons in radical legal critique / Tucker Culbertson and Jack Jackson -- A few words in favor of cultivating an incest taboo in the workplace / Mary Ann Case -- Care and feminists / Mary Becker -- Methodological descriptions : "feminist" and "queer" legal theories / Adam P. Romero -- The epistemic contract of bisexual erasure / Kenji Yoshino -- Black rights, gay rights, civil rights / Devon W. Carbado -- The transgender rights imaginary / Paisley Currah -- Compulsory monogamy and polyamorous existence / Elizabeth F. Emens -- This is not your father's autonomy : lesbian and gay rights from a feminist and relational perspective / Carlos A. Ball -- Compulsorymatrimony / Ruthann Robson -- From paternafare to marriage promotion : sexual regulation and welfare reform / Anna Marie Smith -- Transgressive caretaking / Laura T. Kessler -- The troubled relationship of feminist and queer legal theory to strategic essentialism : theory/praxis, queer porn, and Canadian anti-discrimination law / Lara Karaian -- Poststructuralism on trial / Ann Scales -- Queer victory, feminist defeat? : sodomy and rape in Lawrence v. Texas / Lynne Huffer.
K 349 .F455 2009 1 Stacks

Half the sky : turning oppression into opportunity for women worldwide
Kristof, Nicholas D., 1959-
HQ 1236.5 .D44 K75 2009 1 Stacks

Family, gender, and law in a globalizing Middle East and South Asia
Cuno, Kenneth M., 1950-
Contents: Disobedient wives and neglectful husbands : marital relations and the first phase of family law reform in Egypt / Kenneth M. Cuno -- Patriarchy, sexuality, and property : the impact of colonial state
policies on gender relations in India / Flavia Agnes -- The monotheisms, patriarchy, and the constitutional right to human dignity in Israel / Frances Raday -- Legal pluralism versus a uniform civil code: the continuing debates in India / Manisha Desai -- Institutions and women's rights: religion, the state, and family in Turkey / Zehra F. Kabasakal Arat -- Struggles over personal status and family law in post-Baathist Iraq / Juan Cole -- Family, gender, and law in Jordan and Palestine / Lynn Welchman -- Revisiting the debate on family law in Morocco: context, actors, and discourses / Zakia Salime -- Straddling CEDAW and the MMA: conflicting visions of women's rights in contemporary Pakistan / Anita M. Weiss -- Gender and law(s): moral regulation in contemporary Bangladesh / Shelley Feldman -- Shifting practices and identities: nontraditional relationships among Sunni Muslim Egyptians and Emiratis / Frances S. Hasso -- Afghan refugee women in Iran: revisioning the Afghan family / Homa Hoodfar.

KMC 156 .F36 2009

A nation of women: gender and colonial encounters among the Delaware Indians

Fur, Gunlög Maria.


E 99 .D2 F87 2009

Women who kill men: California courts, gender, and the press

Bakken, Gordon Morris.

Contents: Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the sanest of them all?: the insanity defense in court and in the press -- Good riddance: justifiable homicides of enemy deviants -- Toward the new woman: feminine wiles on trial -- The haves and the have nots: women on trial during the Great Depression -- War women of the 1940s: evolutionary women in revolutionary times -- Celebrity on trial: Tinseltown tarnished.

KF 221 .M8 B357 2009

Sex, murder & the unwritten law: gender and judicial mayhem, Texas style

Neal, Bill, 1936-


Abstract: "Six Texas trials from 1896 to 1968 illuminate how "unwritten law" permitted violence toward offenders of Southern notions of female virtue, male honor, or sanctity of marriage. Explores the maneuvers of defense lawyers who managed to extricate guilty clients when there appeared no legal basis for a defense"--Provided by publisher.

KF 221 .M8 N433 2009

Constituting equality: gender equality and comparative constitutional law

Williams, Susan Hoffman, 1960-

Contents: Gender quotas in politics: a constitutional challenge / Drude Dahlerup and Lenita Freidenvall -- Equality, representation, and challenge to hierarchy: justifying electoral quotas for women / Susan H. Williams -- More than rights / Helen Irving -- Perfectionism and fundamentalism in the application of the German abortion laws / Mary Anne Case -- Moral authority in English and American

K 3243 .C66 2009

Gender equality: dimensions of women's equal citizenship
McClain, Linda C.


KF 478 .G46 2009

Sex discrimination and law firm culture on the internet: lawyers at the information age watercooler
Baumle, Amanda K.

Contents: Methods: exploring an internet community -- Gender inequality in the legal practice -- The dispute process in the greedy associates community -- Employing litigation to redress gender inequality -- Lawyers using legal discourse to challenge gender discrimination.

KF 299 .W6 B38 2009

Migrations and mobilities: citizenship, borders, and gender
Benhabib, Seyla.

Contents: Citizenship and gender in the ancient world: the experience of Athens and Rome / Cynthia Patterson -- The stateless as the citizen's other: a view from the United States / Linda K. Kerber -- Citizenship, noncitizenship, and the transnationalization of domestic work / Linda Bosniak -- A bio-cartography: maids, neoslavery, and NGOs / Aihwa Ong -- The "mere fortuity of birth": children, mothers, borders, and the meaning of citizenship / Jacqueline Bhabha -- Transnational mothering,
K 3224 .M54 2009

The crimes of womanhood: defining femininity in a court of law
Carlson, A. Cheree, 1957-
Contents: Narrative intersections in popular trials -- Framing madness in the sanity trial of Elizabeth Parsons Ware Packard -- The mad doctors meet McNaughton: the battle for narrative supremacy in the trial of Mary Harris -- "True womanhood" and perfect madness: the sanity trial of Mary Todd Lincoln -- Womanhood as asset and liability: Lizzie Andrew Borden -- Bodies at the crossroads: the rise and fall of Madame Restell -- "You know it when you see it": the rhetorical embodiment of race and gender in Rhinelander v. Rhinelander.
KF 4758 .C365 2009

Women, family, and gender in Islamic law
Tucker, Judith E.
Contents: Woman as wife and man as husband: making the marital bargain -- Woman and man as divorced: asserting rights -- Woman and man as legal subjects: managing and testifying -- Woman and man in gendered space: submitting.
KBP 526.3 .T83 2008

In an abusive state: how neoliberalism appropriated the feminist movement against sexual violence
Bumiller, Kristin, 1957-
HV 6566 .B86 2008

Gender and the constitution: equity and agency in comparative constitutional design
Irving, Helen.
K 3243 .I78 2008

Women's issues: economic, societal, and personal
Stickle, Dorothy V.
General Note: Violence against women act: history and federal funding / Garrine P. Laney -- Trafficking in persons: U.S. policy and issues for Congress / Clare M. Ribando -- Minority contracting and affirmative action for disadvantaged small businesses: legal issues / Jody Feder -- Military benefits for former spouses: legislation and policy issues / David F. Burrelli -- Trafficking in persons in Latin
HQ 1421 .W659 2008

Patriarchal religion, sexuality, and gender : a critique of new natural law
Bamforth, Nicholas.
K 460 .B36 2008

Endowed : regulating the male sexed body
Thomson, Michael, 1970-
Contents: Masculinity, reproductivity, and law -- Short changed? The law and ethics of male circumcision -- Reproductivity, the workplace, and the gendering of the body (politic) -- Viagra nation : sex and prescribing familial masculinity -- Regulating (for) sperm donor identity -- A question of sex? sport, the healthy body, and masculinity -- Conclusions : perverse fantasy and bodily possibility.

ABC of women workers' rights and gender equality
International Labour Office.
Abstract: "Arranged alphabetically by topic, it focuses primarily on States' and employers' obligations and workers' rights as regards equality between men and women, enshrined in the ILO's body of international labour standards (Conventions and recommendations). It also refers to other relevant developments and trends in international law (for example, United Nations instruments), supranational law (for instance, European Community directives), and national legislation and practice" -- p.1
K 1772 .A923 2007

Analysis of differential prediction of law school performance by gender subgroups : based on the 2002-2004 entering law school classes
Suto, Deborah A.
KF 285 .L36 S883 2007

Equal play : Title IX and social change
Hogshead-Makar, Nancy, 1962-
Contents: Coming on strong : gender and sexuality in twentieth-century sports / Susan Cahn -- Heroines as well as heroes / Welch Suggs -- Didrikson was a woman ahead of her time / Larry Schwartz -- Sport is unfair to women (part 1) / Bil Gilbert and Nancy Williamson -- Speech of Senator Birch Bayh to the New York women's political caucus -- Amendment to Title IX of the education amendments of 1972 -- Statement of Hon. Birch Bayh, a U.S. Senator from the state of Indiana, on the Tower Amendment -- Javits Amendment -- 1975 Title IX regulations -- A policy interpretation : Title IX and intercollegiate athletics -- United States District Court, d. Kansas: National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Joseph Califano et al. (decided Jan. 9, 1978) -- Supreme Court of the United States : Geraldine G. Cannon v. University of Chicago et al. (decided May 14, 1979) -- Supreme Court of the United States : Grove City

KF 4166 .E68 2007

Justice, gender, and the politics of multiculturalism
Song, Sarah, 1973-
Contents: The concept of culture in political theory -- Justice and multiculturalism: an egalitarian argument for cultural accommodation -- The "cultural defense" in American criminal law -- Tribal sovereignty and the Santa Clara Pueblo case -- Polygamy in America.
HQ 1237 .J87 2007

Wretched sisters : examining gender and capital punishment
Atwell, Mary Welek, 1943-
KF 9731 .A98 2007

Beyond terror : gender, narrative, human rights
Goldberg, Elizabeth Swanson, 1966-

Gender, Indian, nation : the contradictions of making Ecuador, 1830-1925
O'Connor, Erin, 1965-
F 3721.3 .S65 O36 2007

Feminist perspectives on land law
Lim, Hilary.

K 736 .F46 2007

Marriage, sexuality, and gender
West, Robin, 1954-
Contents: A look in the rearview mirror -- In defense of marriage ("When I'm sixty-four") -- Marriage and its critics ("Let's call the whole thing off") -- Just marriage ("We can work it out").

HQ 536 .W44 2007

Next to the color line: gender, sexuality, and W.E.B. Du Bois
Gillman, Susan Kay.

E 185.97 .D73 N48 2007

LSAT performance with regional, gender, and racial/ethnic breakdowns: 1999-2000 through 2005-2006 testing years
Diamond-Dalessandro, Susan
KF 285 .L36 D343 2006

Feminist perspectives on family law
Diduck, Alison.
Contents: Feminism and families: plus ça change? / Alison Diduck and Katherine O'Donovan -- Family friendly?: rights, responsibilities and relationship recognition / Carl Stychin -- Shared households: a new paradigm for thinking about the reform of domestic property relations / Anne Bottomley and Simone Wong -- What is a parent? / Emily Jackson -- Parents in law: subjective impacts and status implications around the use of licensed donor insemination / Caroline Jones -- After birth: decisions about becoming a mother / Katherine O'Donovan and Jill Marshall -- The ethic of justice strikes back: changing narratives of fatherhood / Carol Smart -- Domestic violence, men's groups and the equivalence argument / Felicity Kaganas -- Feminist perspectives on youth justice / Christine Piper -- Working towards credit for parenting: a consideration of tax credits as a feminist enterprise / Ann Mumford -- The branch on which we sit: multiculturalism, minority women and family law / Maleiha Malik
-- Feminist legal studies and the subject(s) of men: questions of text, terrain and context in the politics of family law and gender / Richard Collier.
K 670 .F46 2006

What happened to the women?: gender and reparations for human rights violations
Rubio-Marín, Ruth.
K 5301 .W47 2006

The Constitution as social design: gender and civic membership in the American constitutional order
Ritter, Gretchen.
HQ 1236.5 .U6 R57 2006

Human rights and gender violence: translating international law into local justice
Merry, Sally Engle, 1944-
HQ 1237 .M47 2006

Locating law: race/class/gender/sexuality connections
Comack, Elizabeth, 1952-
KE 442 .L63 2006

A time to embrace: same-gender relationships in religion, law, and politics
Johnson, William Stacy.
Contents: The non-affirming church -- Toward a welcoming, affirming church -- Becoming family: the consecration of same-gender love -- Freedom and equality under the law -- Toward a welcoming democracy: marriage equality in the civil polity.
HQ 1033 .J64 2006

The politics of sexual harassment: a comparative study of the United States, the European Union, and Germany
Zippel, Kathrin S.
HD 6060.3 .Z56 2006
Introducing human rights: an overview including issues of gender justice, environmental, and consumer law

South Asia Human Rights Documentation Centre.

Abstract: With reference to India.

KNS 2095 .I67 2006 1 Stacks

Transgender rights

Currah, Paisley, 1964-


HQ 77.9 .T716 2006

Visible invisibility: women of color in law firms


Contents: The survey -- The focus groups -- Survey respondents -- Focus group participants -- Juggling gender and racial identities in law firms -- Recruitment: law school and the transition to practice -- Mentors and protégés -- Internal networks -- External networks -- Skills and training -- Specialization -- Perceptions of competence -- Performance evaluation -- Salary disparity -- Billable hours -- Job satisfaction and mobility: the decision to stay or leave -- Marriage and family -- Perspectives on long-term career goals.

KF 299 .A35 A44 2006

The first women lawyers: a comparative study of gender, law and the legal professions

Mossman, Mary Jane.

K 118 .W6 M67 2006

Feminist legal theory: a primer

Levit, Nancy.


KF 478 .L48 2006
Are women human? : and other international dialogues
MacKinnon, Catharine A.
HQ 1236 .M337 2006

The gender knot : unraveling our patriarchal legacy
Johnson, Allan G.
HQ 1075 .J64 2005

Toxic diversity : race, gender, and law talk in America
Subotnik, Dan.
Contents: Learning to think about race and gender -- Smelling the sewers but not the flowers -- The critical race theory show -- Race, Gender, jokes, thinking, and feeling -- The unbearable burden of being black -- Pink and blue -- Chicken little goes to law school -- The tall tales of women teachers -- Unwed motherhood and apple pie -- A casino society -- Crime stories.
KF 4755 .S23 2005

Voices of African women : women's rights in Ghana, Uganda, and Tanzania
Bond, Johanna.

KQC 145 .W64 B66 2005

Unwelcome and unlawful : sexual harassment in the American workplace

Gregory, Raymond F., 1927-

Contents: Sexual harassment in the workplace : an overview -- Various forms of sexual harassment -- The welcomeness issue -- Severe or pervasive conduct -- A woman's rights when other women are sexually harassed -- Sexual harassment in other settings -- Gender harassment -- The reasonable person and reasonable women standards -- Employer liability for workplace sexual harassment -- The employer's duty to prevent and promptly correct acts of sexual harassment -- The employee's duty to take advantage of her employer's preventive and corrective measures -- Other forms of employer liability -- Constructive discharge -- Retaliation against workers who charge their employers with sexual harassment -- Sexual harassment of men by women -- Same-sex sexual harassment -- The role of arbitration in sexual harassment cases -- Compensatory and punitive damages and other remedies.

KF 3467 .G74 2004

The boundaries of her body : the troubling history of women's rights in America

Rowland, Debran.

Contents: Introduction : the politics of biology, the essence of control -- section 1: The 1600s-early 1900s. Women and the hierarchy of gender ; Biology, sex, and the obligation of motherhood ; Working women and the issue of "protection" -- section 2: Twentieth century developments. The nation goes to war and "Rosie" is born ; The birth control debate begins ; The 1960s and an era of change ; The law of pregnancy in the workplace ; Guerrilla tactics and reproductive rights today ; A woman's worth : less is still less ; The reproductive rights of "new medicine" ; Sex and "seduction" in the time of AIDS -- section 3: The politics of female adolescence. Pop life and the legal confusion of girls -- section 4: Violence and women. A woman's place is in the hospital ; Current issues in rape and sexual assault law ; The private story of private abuse ; Epilogue.

KF 478 .R69 2004

Feminist legal theory : an anti-essentialist reader

Dowd, Nancy E., 1949-

Contents: The future of feminist legal theory / Patricia A. Cain -- Theorizing difference from multiracial feminism / Maxine Baca Zinn and Bonnie Thornton Dill -- Autonomy, aspiration, and accomplishment : some steps and barriers to equality for women / Patricia Smith -- The multiple self : exploring between
and beyond modernity and postmodernity / John A. Powell -- The development of feminist consciousness among Asian American women / Esther Ngan-Ling Chow -- At the intersection of gender and sexual orientation : toward lesbian jurisprudence / Mary Eaton -- The LatinIndia and mestizajes : of cultures, conquests, and latcritical feminism / Berta Esperanza Hernández-Truyol -- White privilege and male privilege : a personal account of coming to see correspondences through work in women's studies / Peggy McIntosh -- Beside my sister, facing the enemy : legal theory out of coalition / Mari J. Matsuda -- Feminist methods in international law / Hilary Charlesworth -- Turning the gaze back on itself : comparative law, feminist legal studies, and the postcolonial project / Brenda Cossman --

K 349 .F458 2003

A necessary balance : gender and power among Indians of the Columbia Plateau

Ackerman, Lillian A. (Lillian Alice)

Pervasive prejudice? : unconventional evidence of race and gender discrimination

Ayres, Ian.
JC 599 .U5 A97 2001

Redefining fatherhood

Dowd, Nancy E., 1949-
HQ 756 .D588 2000

Global critical race feminism : an international reader

Wing, Adrien Katherine.
K 644 .G59 2000

Invisible privilege : a memoir about race, class, and gender

Rothenberg, Paula S., 1943-
E 185.615 .R68 2000
**Law as a gendering practice**  
Chunn, Dorothy E.  
Contents:  
Introduction / Dorothy E. Chunn and Danny Lacombe -- L’intersectionnalité : féminismes in a divided world (Québec-Canada) / Marie-Claire Belleau -- Justice and law : passion, power, prejudice, and so-called pedophilia / Shannon Bell and Joseph Couture -- Rape uncodified : reconsidering Bill C-49 Amendments to Canadian Sexual Assault Laws / Kevin Bonnycastle -- Victim, nuisance, fallen women, outlaw, worker? making the identity prostitute in Canadian criminal law / Deborah Brock -- Mothers, other mothers, and others : the legal challenges and contradictions of lesbian parents / Shelley A.M. Gavigan -- Theory and practice : clinical law and Aboriginal People / Dara Culhane and Renne Taylor -- On law and hegemonic moments : looking beyond the law towards subjectivities of Subaltern Women / Parin Dossa -- Custody, access and relocation in a mobile society : (En)Gendering the best interests principle / Susan B. Boyd -- Limited by law? Gender, corporate law, and the family firm / Mary Condon -- If choice is the answer, what is the question? Spelunking in Symes v. Canada / Rebecca Johnson.  
KE 4399 .L38 2000

**A law of her own : the reasonable woman as a measure of man**  
Forell, Caroline A.  
Contents:  
Locked in and locked out -- The meaning of equality -- Men, women, and sex at work -- How and why different perspectives matter in hostile environment sexual harassment cases -- Gender, race, sexual orientation, and the reasonable woman -- The reasonable woman after Harris V. Forklift systems -- Stalking and the gendered meaning of reasonable fear -- The continuum of stalking, sexual harassment, and domestic homicide -- Slips in a dangerous game -- "Provoked" intimate homicide -- When battered women kill -- Rape and the use and misuse of the reasonable woman.  
KF 9325 .F67 2000

**Unbending gender : why family and work conflict and what to do about it**  
Williams, Joan, 1952-  
HD 4904.25 .W55 2000

**Indigenous rights, women and empowerment in Suriname**  
Sanomaro Esa.  
Contents:  
Theoretical framework and methodology -- Indigenous peoples in Suriname : current issues -- The Blakawatra area -- Gender relations in the Blakawatra area -- Summary and conclusions -- Strategies for empowering indigenous women.  
JC 599 .S75 I53 1999

**Separated by sex : a critical look at single-sex education for girls**  
Morse, Susan.  
General Note: Contains a summary of the discussion, a literature review, and papers submitted to a forum convened by the AAUW Educational Foundation on November 12, 1997.  
Contents:  
LB 3067.4 .S46 1998
Gender and law: theory, doctrine, commentary
Bartlett, Katharine T.
KF 478 .A4 B37 1998

Legal feminisms: theory and practice
McGlynn, Clare ed.
K 644 .A23 L44 1998

Looking white people in the eye: gender, race, and culture in courtrooms and classrooms
Razack, Sherene.
HQ 1233 .R39 1998

Pronouncing & persevering: gender and discourses of disputing in an African Islamic court
Hirsch, Susan F.
KSK 541 .H37 1998

The gender line: men, women, and the law
Levit, Nancy.
KF 475 .L48 1998

Feminism, media, and the law
Fineman, Martha.
Contents: Media images/feminist issues / Deborah L. Rhode -- Hate radio: why we need to tune in to Limbaugh and Stern / Patricia J. Williams -- The making of a "quota queen": news media and the bias of objectivity / Laurel Leff -- The real Real Anita Hill, or the making of a backlash best-seller / Mary Coombs -- Fear of feminism: media stories of feminist victims and victims of feminism on college campuses / Martha T. McCluskey -- Glamour law: feminism through the looking glass of popular women's magazines / Julia E. Hanigsberg -- The movie of the week: law, narrativity, and gender on prime time / Elayne Rapping -- Rape on soaps: the legal angle / Dianne L. Brooks -- Pop justice: TV, motherhood, and the law / Isabel Karpin -- Law and racial realism: Black women as celluloid "legal" heroines / Margaret M. Russell -- Women on trial: the female lawyer in the Hollywood courtroom / Cynthia Lucia -- Law, cultural media[tion], and desire in the lives of adolescent girls / Tracey E. Higgins & Deborah L. Tolman -- The politics of surrogacy narratives / E. Ann Kaplan -- "Bad mothers" and welfare reform in Massachusetts: the case of Claribel Ventura / Marie Ashe -- Spectacles of the strange: envisioning violence in the Central Park jogger trial / Kristin Bumiller -- Introduction: the seen and unseens of
popular cultural representation / Lynn S. Chancer -- Crime news, crime fear, and women's everyday lives / Kathleen Daly & Amy Chasteen -- Lesbians, prostitutes, and murder : media constructs violence constructs power / Ann Russo -- Blindfolded : rape and the press's fear of feminism / Helen Benedict -- Race under construction : the master narrative of white supremacy in the media representation of African American/Korean American conflict / Lisa C. Ikemoto.
KF 478 .A5 F456 1997

Re-thinking abortion : psychology, gender, power, and the law
Boyle, Mary.
HQ 767 .B63 1997

Gender and family issues in the workplace
Blau, Francine D., ed.
General Note: Papers presented at a conference held in April 1995 at the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University.

HQ 759.48 .G47 1997

Feminism & bioethics : beyond reproduction
Wolf, Susan M. ed.
R 724 .F395 1996

The lynching of language : gender, politics, and power in the Hill-Thomas hearings
Ragan, Sandra L.
KF 8745 .T48 L96 1996

In a taxing voice : gender and enforcement style in tax audits
Kinsey, Karyl A., 1954-
HD 6060.5 .U5 K56 1996

Hybrid : bisexuals, multiracials, and other misfits under American law
Colker, Ruth.
Contents: Introduction : living the gap -- A bi jurisprudence -- Sexual orientation -- Gender -- Race --
Disability -- Bipolar injustice : the moral code -- Invisible hybrids under the U.S. census.  
KF 4749 .C64 1996

Ohio Joint Task Force on Gender Fairness : executive summary  
Joint Task Force on Gender Fairness. Executive summary.  
KFO 91 .W6 O382 1995

Studying the role of gender in the federal courts a research guide  
Johnson, Molly Treadway.  
Electronic access: http://libraries.ou.edu/access.aspx?url=http://hdl.handle.net/2027/lmc.99023  
INTERNET

Reconstructing the household : families, sex, and the law in the nineteenth-century South  
Bardaglio, Peter Winthrop.  
Contents: Patriarchy and the law in the old South -- Sex crimes, sexuality, and the courts -- Keeping the child -- The transformation of southern legal culture, 1860-1880 -- The evolution of contractual families -- The forces of persistence : race, blood, and gender -- Domestic governance in the new South.  
KF 505 .B37 1995

Gender in practice : a study of lawyers' lives  
Hagan, John, 1946-  
KE 332 .W6 H34 1995

Race, gender, and power in America : the legacy of the Hill-Thomas hearings  
Hill, Anita, ed.  
KF 8745 .T48 R32 1995

Studying the role of gender in the federal courts : a research guide  
Johnson, Molly Treadway.  
HD 6060 .J64 1995

Subjects and citizens : nation, race, and gender from Oroonoko to Anita Hill  
Moon, Michael, ed.  
Contents: Letting go our grand obsessions : notes toward a new literary history of the american frontiers / Annette Kolodny -- Oroonoko's gendered economies of honor/horror : reframing colonial discourses studies in the Americas / Stephanie Athey and Daniel Cooper Alarcon -- Race and sensibility

Contents: "We murder who we were": Jasmine and the violence of identity / Kristin Carter-Sanborn -- The queen of America goes to Washington City: Harriet Jacobs, Frances Harper, Anita Hill / Lauren Berlant -- The body politic / Karla F.C. Holloway.

PS 169 .N35 S83 1995

Fetal rights, women's rights: gender equality in the workplace

Samuels, Suzanne Uttaro.

HD 6067.2 .U6 S25 1995

Mothers in law: feminist theory and the legal regulation of motherhood

Fineman, Martha, ed.


KF 478 .A5 M68 1995

Women, law, and social control

Merlo, Alida V.

Contents: Gender, justice, and social control: a historical perspective / by Joycelyn M. Pollock -- Realities of women in policing: an organizational cultural perspective / by Donna C. Hale and C. Lee Bennett -- Sexual harassment among police officers: crisis and change in the normative structure / by Linda Gratch -- Women in the legal profession / by Joycelyn M. Pollock and Barbara Ramirez -- Women in corrections: custody and the "caring ethic" / by Joycelyn M. Pollock -- Female criminality in the 1990s / by Alida V. Merlo -- Controlling women's bodies / by Kate Bagley and Alida V. Merlo -- Women's prisons:
equality with a vengeance / by Meda Chesney-Lind and Joycelyn M. Pollock -- Assaultive sex: the victim's perspective / by Mittie D. Southwell -- The battered woman syndrome as legal defense: status in the courtroom / by Donna C. Hale and Daniel J. Menniti -- Women as victims and perpetrators of murder / by Peter J. Benekos -- Charting a course for the future / by Alida V. Merlo.

HV 9950 .M47 1995

Women's rights, human rights : international feminist perspectives
Peters, Julie, ed.

Comparable worth and gender discrimination : an international perspective
Gunderson, Morley, 1945-
General Note: "Part of the output of the ILO Interdepartmental Project on Equality for Women in Employment"--Cover p. [4].

Human rights of women : national and international perspectives
Cook, Rebecca J., ed.
Contents: Women's international human rights law : the way forward / Rebecca J. Cook -- To bellow like a cow : women, ethnicity, and the discourse of rights / Radhika Coomaraswamy -- What are "women's international human rights"? / Hilary Charlesworth -- State responsibility goes private : a feminist critique of the public/private distinction in international human rights law / Celina Romany -- Intimate terror : understanding domestic violence as torture / Rhonda Copelon -- Why rethinking the sovereign state is important for women's international human rights law / Karen Knop -- State responsibility under international human rights law to change religious and customary laws / Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im -- Toward more effective enforcement of women's human rights thought the use of international human rights law and procedures / Andrew Byrnes -- State accountability under the convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women / Rebecca J. Cook -- Toward a more effective guarantee of the enjoyment of human rights by women in the inter-American system / Cecilia Medina -- Toward a more effective guarantee of women's rights in the African human rights system / Chaloka Beyani -- African women's economic, social, and cultural rights -- Toward a relevant theory and practice / Adetoun O. Ilumoka -- Domestic violence as an international human rights issue / Kenneth Roth -- The developing approaches of the International Commission of Jurists to women's human rights / Mona Rishmawi
K 644 .H86 1994
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